Ubiquitin-positive, tau- and α-synuclein–negative inclusions are hallmarks of frontotemporal lobar degeneration with ubiquitin-positive inclusions and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Although the identity of the ubiquitinated protein specific to either disorder was unknown, we showed that TDP-43 is the major disease protein in both disorders. Pathologic TDP-43 was hyperphosphorylated, ubiquitinated, and cleaved to generate C-terminal fragments and was recovered only from affected central nervous system regions, including hippocampus, neocortex, and spinal cord. TDP-43 represents the common pathologic substrate linking these neurodegenerative disorders.
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1 to 3) have been identified (18), suggesting that either different disease proteins or modifications of a single protein could underlie FTLD-U variants. Additional mAbs specific for distinct FTLD-U subtypes were generated (19), and mAb 182 was highly specific for UBI s in FTLD-U type 1 (Fig. 1, A and B, and table S1, nos. 1 to 12), whereas mAb 406 specifically labeled UBI s in FTLD-U type 2 cases (Fig. 1, C and D, and table S1, nos. 13 to 26). To further characterize the disease protein(s) recognized by mAbs 182 and 406, we performed immunoblots on urea fractions from FTLD-U types 1 and 2 brains. Notably, mAb 182 recognized an ~24-kD band in the urea fraction of type 1 that was not present in type 2, AD, or normal (CO) brains, whereas mAb 406 detected an ~26-kD band in FTLD-U type 2, but not in type 1, AD, or CO (Fig. 1E). As expected, tau antibodies detected insoluble pathological tau in AD but not in FTLD-U type 1, type 2, or CO (Fig. 1E), and mAbs 182 and 406 did not detect the 24- and 26-kD bands in FTLD-U type 3 and FTDP-17U cases.

To determine the identity of the 24- and 26-kD protein bands recognized by mAbs 182 and 406, respectively, we performed two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2D PAGE) immunoblots by using urea fractions from types 1 and 2 brains. MAbs 182 and 406 immunolabeled protein spots ~25 kD with a pI ~ 3.5 (fig. S1, A and C). The same spots were identified on duplicate Coomassie Blue–stained 2D PAGE gels (fig. S1, B and D) and analyzed by liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). The same three peptides corresponding to amino acid residues 252 to 263, 276 to 293, and 409 to 414 of the TAR-DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43) were identified (Fig. 1F). Notably, the 409-414 peptide is at the extreme C terminus of TDP-43, suggesting that both 24- and 26-kD fragments are truncated in the middle of TDP-43 and extend to its C terminus.

The human gene encoding TDP-43 (TARDP) on chromosome 1 was cloned and shown to bind a polypyrimidine-rich motif in the HIV transactivating response DNA (20), but it was later identified independently as part of a complex involved in the splicing of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator gene (21). TDP-43 contains two RNA-recognition motifs as well as a glycine-rich C-terminal sequence (22) (Fig. 1F) and is widely expressed in tissues, including heart, lung, liver, spleen, kidney, muscle, and brain (21). Because the same peptides were recovered from protein spots detected by mAbs 182 and 406, this suggests that both mAbs recognize specific conformations or posttranslational modifications of a C-terminal breakdown and/or cleavage product of TDP-43 unique to FTLD-U type 1 and 2, respectively.

Fig. 2. Spectrum of FTLD-U neuropathology detected by anti–TDP-43. Immunohistochemistry of FTLD-U frontal cortex with anti–TDP-43 reveals robust staining of UBI s in FTLD-U (A) type 1, (B) type 2, (C) type 3, and (D) HDDD2. (E and F) Strong staining of UBI s (arrowheads) in hippocampal dentate granule neurons. Note clearing of nuclear TDP-43 (arrows) in UBI-bearing neurons compared that of with normal neurons (*). TDP-43–positive lentiform (H) and round (G) intranuclear UBI s in HDDD2 and Lewy body–like round inclusions in motor neurons of spinal cord (I). Scale bar in (A) corresponds to 50 μm ([A] to [D] and [G]), 25 μm (E and F) and 20 μm ([H] and [I]).
Double-labeling immunofluorescence studies showed that TDP-43 antibodies (anti–TDP-43) strongly immunolabeled UBIs detected by mAb 182 in FTLD-U type 1 cases and by mAb 406 in FTLD-U type 2 cases (fig. S2, A to F). Surprisingly, anti–TDP-43 robustly labeled UBIs that were not detected by mAbs 182 and 406 in FTLD-U type 3 cases, as well as UBIs in familial FTDP-17U brains (fig. S2, G to L). Anti–TDP-43 detected at least as many UBIs as ubiquitin antibodies or mAbs 182 and 406 in these FTLD-U brains.

Robust anti–TDP-43 staining was observed in affected cortical regions of FTLD-U type 1 (Fig. 2A and fig. S3, A and E), type 2 (Fig. 2B and fig. S3, B and F), and type 3 (Fig. 2C and fig. S3, C and G) cases, with the distinct morphology and distribution pattern characteristic of each of these FTLD-U subtypes (18). TDP-43–positive UBIs resembling those described for FTLD-U type 3 were detected in two separate FTDP-17U pedigrees [UBC-17 (16) and HDDD2 (17)] (Fig. 2D and fig. S3, D and H). Furthermore, strong TDP-43 staining was observed in UBIs of hippocampal dentate granule cells (Fig. 2, E and F) and in intraneuronal UBIs characteristic of FTDP-17U cases (Fig. 2, G and H). Notably, TDP-43 was detectable in the nuclei of unaffected neurons but absent in nuclei of neurons with UBIs (asterisks, arrows, and arrowheads in Fig. 2, E and F), suggesting that TDP-43 redistributes from nucleus to cytoplasm in affected neurons. Furthermore, anti–TDP-43 labeled UBIs in the motor neurons of spinal cord and brain stem in FTLD-U cases with and without clinical signs of MND (Fig. 2I). Diagnostic inclusions of other neurodegenerative disorders were uniformly TDP-43–negative (fig. S3, I to T). Thus, TDP-43 is a highly specific disease protein found in neuronal UBIs of all FTLD-U subtypes and FTDP-17U.

To characterize TDP-43 protein biochemically, we sequentially extracted cortical gray matter from FTLD-U and FTDP-17U brains with buffers of increasing strength and analyzed the samples by immunoblot. Whereas full-length TDP-43 protein was present in all soluble and insoluble fractions of FTLD-U type 1 and type 2 as well as AD and CO, a strong labeling of ~25-kD bands similar to those detected by mAbs 182 and 406 was only detectable in the urea fractions of FTLD-U types 1 and 2, respectively (single asterisk in Fig. 3A). Further, a higher ~45-kD band and a high relative molecular mass (Mr) smear were recognized by anti–TDP-43 in the urea fractions of the FTLD-U brains compared with those of AD and CO (double and triple asterisks in Fig. 3A). Analyzing urea fractions extracted from hippocampus or frontal cortex of multiple FTLD-U brains demonstrated that this disease-specific TDP-43 signature was observed in all FTLD-U subtypes and familial FTDP-17U except in unaffected regions (e.g., cerebellum), and it was FTLD-U specific because it was not detected in CO or in other neurodegenerative disorders (e.g., AD and FTDP-17T) (Fig. 3B). Thus, the signature of pathological TDP-43 in FTLD-U includes the presence of C-terminal breakdown and/or cleavage products migrating at ~25 kDa, a ~45-kDa Mr variant, and a high-Mr TDP-43-immunoreactive smear, although quantities of pathological species of TDP-43 varied, possibly reflecting the extent of UBIs in diverse brain regions of different FTLD-U cases.

To determine what accounts for these disease-specific alterations of TDP-43 and because TDP-43 contains numerous potential phosphorylation sites, we next investigated the phosphorylation state of TDP-43 in FTLD-U. Dephosphorylation of urea fractions of FTLD-U brains showed collapsing of the 45-kD band into a 43-kD band (Fig. 3C) and separated the two C-terminal fragments into at least four distinct TDP-43 immunobands (Fig. 3C). Thus,
abnormal hyperphosphorylation of TDP-43 might play a role in FTLD-U pathogenesis. Because UBIs are defined by ubiquitin immunohistochemistry, we asked whether TDP-43 recovered from urea fractions of FTLD-U brains is ubiquitinated, and this was shown to be the case by immunoprecipitation studies using the rabbit polyclonal anti–TDP-43 followed by immunoblot analyses with both anti–TDP-43 and ubiquitin antibodies (Fig. 3D).

FTLD-U and ALS have been suggested to be part of a clinicopathological spectrum (23), sharing similar pathogenic mechanisms that affect different populations of CNS neurons. We examined classic ALS cases for the presence of TDP-43–positive UBIs (table S1, nos. 54 to 72). Although none of the inclusions typical of ALS were detected by mAbs 182 and 406, all UBIs (including skeinlike, round, and Lewy body–like inclusions) in motor neurons of ALS were robustly double-labeled by TDP-43 and ubiquitin antibodies (Fig. 4, A to F) and by single-label TDP-43 immunohistochemistry (Fig. 4, G to I). A significant number of ALS patients demonstrate UBIs in hippocampus and frontal and temporal cortex (23), which were also immunolabeled by TDP-43 (Fig. 4, J and K).

ImmunobLOTS of urea fractions of spinal cord as well as frontal and temporal cortices of ALS cases demonstrated a disease-specific signature for TDP-43 similar to that described above for FTLD-U (Fig. 4L). Dephosphorylation of the urea fractions showed that the 45-kD band in ALS corresponds to pathologically hyperphosphorylated TDP-43 as in FTLD-U (Fig. 4M). However, because the presence of UBIs in ALS cases is more variable than their presence in FTLD-U, not all brain regions examined in all cases exhibited pathological TDP-43.

These studies identify TDP-43 as the major disease protein in the signature UBIs of FTLD-U and ALS. Although pathologically altered TDP-43 proteins were present in all sporadic and familial FTLD-U as well as ALS cases, there were subtle differences in these abnormal TDP-43 variants among the three FTLD-U subtypes, which may be the result of similar but not identical pathogenic mechanisms. The differential distribution of UBIs detected by ubiquitin antibodies in FTLD-U subtypes (18) supports this view.

TDP-43 is a ubiquitously expressed, highly conserved nuclear protein (24) that may be a transcription repressor and an activator of exon skipping (21, 25, 26) as well as a scaffold for nuclear bodies through interactions with survival motor neuron protein (27). TDP-43 is normally localized primarily to the nucleus, but our data indicate that, under pathological conditions in FTLD-U, TDP-43 is eliminated from nuclei of UBI-bearing neurons, a consequence of which may be a loss of TDP-43 nuclear functions. Moreover, nuclear UBIs are rare in sporadic FTLD-U because most pathological TDP-43 accumulates in neuronal cell bodies or their processes, and it is unclear whether physiological TDP-43 is present at significant quantities in the cytoplasm, axons, and dendrites of normal neurons. Lastly, both FTD-17U pedigrees examined here contain PGRN gene mutations (11), but the relation between TDP-43 and PGRN, which encodes a secreted growth factor involved in the regulation of multiple processes in development, wound repair, and inflammation (28), remains unclear.

The identification of TDP-43 as the major component of UBIs specific to sporadic and familial FTLD-U as well as sporadic ALS resolves a long-standing enigma concerning the nature of the ubiquitinated disease protein in these disorders. Thus, these diseases may represent a spectrum of disorders that share similar pathological mechanisms, culminating in the progressive degeneration of different selectively vulnerable neurons. These insights into the molecular pathology of FTLD-U and ALS can accelerate efforts to develop better therapies for these disorders.
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A critical concern in the transmission of prion diseases, including chronic wasting disease (CWD) of cervids, is the potential presence of prions in body fluids. To address this issue directly, we exposed cohorts of CWD-naïve deer to saliva, blood, or urine and feces from CWD-positive deer. We found infectious prions capable of transmitting CWD in saliva (by the oral route) and in blood (by transfusion). The results help to explain the facile transmission of CWD among cervids and prompt caution concerning contact with body fluids in prion infections.

The prion diseases, or transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs), are chronic, degenerative, neurological diseases with uniformly fatal outcomes. TSEs are characterized by the conversion of the normal cellular prion protein (PrPc) to an aberrant insoluble partially protease-resistant isofrom (PrPSc). CWD, a transmissible spongiform encephalopathy of cervids (deer, elk, and moose), was first observed in the 1960s in captive deer and free-ranging deer and elk in northeastern Colorado and southeastern...